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Abstract

We present a methodology for automatically con-
structing structural hyperlinks for navigation and re-
trieval in large corpora. A structural hyperlink con-
nects components of a document that have specified
structural properties with word-based content similar-
ity. Our approach enables queries that may be posed
in terms of keywords, as well as structural segments
such as definitions, figures, etc.

1 Introduction

We are interested in techniques for incorporating no-
tions of document structure into indexing and re-
trieval. Our notion of "structure" is very general, and
refers to any regularity encountered in the data. In
the context of modern digital libraries, structure in-
cludes multi-media concepts such as text, graphics,
video, and audio, as well as more traditional docu-
ment components such as sections, paragraphs, and
sentences. For example, in the domain of technical
documents, we would like to be able to retrieve doc-
uments which contain pictures of mobile robots, or
documents including graphs describing the perfor-
mance of file systems. The intent is for structure to
augment keywords in specifying a browsing or retrieval
task and thus enrich the class of solvable queries.

The significance of structure is highlighted by the
greatly reduced image of several pages from a technical
paper in Figure 1. Even though none of the words is
legible, a great deal can be said about this paper based
purely upon the layout: e.g., the first page contains
title and author information, section breaks are iden-
tifiable, figures and tables are scattered throughout.
Documents with figures and graphs have a surprising
amount of information encoded in their layout on the
page. Page layout formats have evolved to broadly
utilized standards and we propose to explore the ben-

efits of layout organization standards for information
retrieval.

Electronic documents have a multiplicity of content
and layout structures that are not exploited by tradi-
tional keyword-oriented retrieval methods. Here, we
focus on structures that capture the human conven-
tions for typesetting papers. The structural types we
consider in this work are: titles, authors, institution,
sections, definitions, figures, figure captions, theorems,
proofs, paragraphs, itemized lists, and tables. Occur-
rences of such structures can be viewed as landmarks
for navigation in the digital library. We build an in-
dex for each layout structure so that each index can be
viewed as a "map" for traversing the corpus. Different
maps highlight different (content) features of the cor-
pus. Queries that combine keywords and structures
"overlay" the corresponding maps.

After an overview of some related work, we outline
our technique for identifying structural units and then
discuss several ways that existing retrieval systems
can be augmented to use the new information. This
work was done using both the Smart system[Sal91]
and Inquery.[Tur90] Inquery is particularly appropri-
ate for this work because its retrieval model easily in-
corporates additional sources of evidence--e.g., struc-
tural cues.

1.1 Previous Work

Our work draws on previous work in two distinct ar-
eas: information retrieval and automated document
structuring.

Current information retrieval systems are primarily
word- or word-group-driven.[SM83, Sa189, Tur90] The
vector space model used in the Smart system[Sal91]
has been used primarily for document retrieval, but is
equally effective for document comparison,[SA93] and
can also be used for the automatic identification and
description of hypertext links.JAil95]

The goals of the document structuring community
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Figure 1: A zoomed-out view of an article on coordinated pushing with mobile robots. The first page has the
title/author information represented as centered text. Page three has an itemized list. Pages three and four
contain polygonal drawings of boxes. Pages four and five contain robot protocols presented in tabular form.

are to identify the key constituents of a document im-
age (sections, paragraphs, pictures, etc.) from its lay-
out and to represent the logical relationship between
these constituents.

Document structuring is usually done in two
phases. In the first phase, the location of the blocks
on the page is determined. In the second phase,
the blocks are classified and the logical layout of
the document is calculated. Previous work on block
segmentation of documents include [JB92, NSV92,
WS89]. Previous work on classifying and logically re-
lating blocks includes [TA92, TS’88, FNK92, NSV92,
MT*91, WS89].

It is also possible to use vector space comparison of
document passages to determine topic and subtopic
structures of a document, based upon or independent
of its layout structure.[HP93, SA’94, SS94]

In our own work, we have introduced robust algo:
rithms with performance guarantees for segmentation
as well as classification.[RS95b] Our vision for infor-
mation access with structure-based information agents
has been discussed in [RS95].

Structure has been identified as being a source of
knowledge in other recent work.[FM*93] In that study,
they described a system that relies on SGML marked-
up documents to support structured queries. The
mark-up identifies the sections and paragraphs that
comprise a document. These finer structural units can
be referred to in a query. Similar work has been done
in efforts to combine object-oriented databases and
information retrieval.[CST92] Other related work in-
cludes [KM93] that describe a tree inclusion grammar
for retrieving information from collections of hierar-
chical text.

This work is an extension and proof-of-concept of

earlier conjectures.[RA95]

2 Constructing Structural Hy-

perlinks

Imagine reading an ICRA1 paper that contains a cryp-
tic definition of an "immersed sensor system". Start-
ing fi’om this definition, it is desirable to allow a user
to find text explaining the definition in greater detail
or perhaps even figures which illustrate it, whether
the text or figures are within the current paper or in
a larger collection of related papers. The process of
building such links fi’om the definition can be auto-
mated by using a combination of algorithms for seg-
menting, classifying, indexing, and hyperlinking.

Our data consists of a collection of technical papers
available in a variety of formats: PostScript, I~TEX
source, ASCII, etc. In order to execute tasks such
as finding an explanation of a definition in an elec-
tronic collection, each document requires the follow-
ing preprocessing: (1) segmentation, to highlight the
structural components; (2) classification, to associate
a type with each structural segment identified in (1);
and (3) indexing, to catalog document components 
similar type. Note that steps (1) and (2) can be 
automatically to mark-up the original document in an
SGML-like fashion.

We have built a system for information retrieval
that uses text as well as type information for each
block of text to support structural queries. Our sys-
tem has three major components: the segmenter,
which is a program that automatically divides the
data into units; the classifier, which is a program that

lInternational Conference on Robotics and Automation.
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automatically labels the units produced by the seg-
menter with document structural types; and the re-
triever, which is a program that finds the responses
to a user query. The collection used for retrieval con-
sists of the source documents which have been divided
by the segmenter and labelled by the classifier. The
Smart system is extended to take block types into ac-
count.

We illustrate the segmentation and classification us-
ing a PostScript version of the paper with the cryptic
definition.[DJR94] A selected portion of the paper is
depicted on the left in Figure 2, including a figure at
the top, a text paragraph continued from the previous
page, a section, and finally a subsection including 2
definitions.

A series of filters are applied to the PostScript file
as follows. First, ps2asci± is used to convert it to
ASCII, preserving as much of the layout as possible.
Next, a block segmentation and classification filter is
applied to identify blocks of text and to annotate them
as much as possible.2 The result of applying this se-
quence of filters to the original PostScript is shown
on the right of Figure 2. Each block of text has been
surrounded by SGML-style annotations describing the
block as much as possible.

The segmentation and classification filter is de-
signed to work primarily on technical papers and uses
knowledge of that domain in order to identify correctly
the following structural components of electronic doc-
uments: sections, subsections, theorems, proofs, defi-
nitions, figures, figure captions, paragraphs, itemized
lists, and tables. After these blocks have been iden-
tified, the annotation can be incorporated into an in-
dexed version of the document, allowing paragraphs,
lists, tables, and other layout structures to be refer-
enced directly in a query.

This preprocessing also generates a hierarchy of
representations for each document. That is, each rep-
resentation is a partition of the document at a differ-
ent level of granularity--e.g., a technical paper can
be represented as a collection of sections, as well as a
collection of (typed) paragraphs (e.g., a definition is a
paragraph of type definition).

Corresponding to such a hierarchy of representa-
tions, we can construct a hierarchy of structural in-
dices for the corpus. For example, we have an index of
definitions, an index for sections, and index for figure
captions, etc. This hierarchy of indices drives retrieval
in the manner of the Smart system.

2This filter is based upon the table extraction filter described
in [RS95], but has been extended to use pattern matching tech-
niques to identify other types of blocks.

The structural tags assigned to text blocks can be
used during retrieval in several ways: to limit the class
of items retrieved, to help the user see the relationships
between retrieved items, and to affect the manner in
which retrieved items are displayed.

2.1 Limited displayed items

The first of these uses is easy to understand since
it requires only a slight modification to a query lan-
guage. For example, a user looking at a figure caption
from the sample ICRA paper and wanting more de-
tails might select that caption and generate a query
such as: like this:

#TYPE(PARAGRAPH) Sensor system P.I(QS),

a circuit for Protocol I (QS). This

circuit shows one possible

implementation of the protocol. Figures

8-9 do not show how to handle loss of

contact (i.e., the (break?) case), 

this circuitry is easily added, and is

the same for both P.I(QS) and P.II.

In this case, the operator "#TYPE" is used to select
particular types of text blocks as useful for retrieval.
The rest of the query is used to identify which of the
"paragraph" blocks are to be retrieved.

2.2 Seeing block relationships

The second use of annotated blocks is illustrated
in Figures 3. In this case, the query listed above
was given with no type requirement specified. How-
ever, the system was given a command which displays
the retrieved parts of the document along with their
types. Only the document containing the figure cap-
tion query is presented, represented by the curved bar.
Blocks are represented by shaded segments of the bar,
their position and lengths proportional to the position
and length of the block within the document.3 Start-
ing with the caption query, the system found several
paragraphs of text describing the object in the figure,
as well as a theorem referring to the figure, its proof,
and an application. The user could then choose which
one or more of those parts and follow the appropriate
"hyperlink".

Figure 4 shows a similar map of blocks, types, and
relationships to a query block, but the retrieval is ex-
tended to include multiple documents.

3Additional annotations were added manually to the system-
generated figure for presentation purposes.
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Left Robot Right Robot

Oo ~o(0) Oo ~-e(O)
Repeat: Repeat:
case(break?)~ case(break?)~

guarded-move(p) guided-move(p)
(o(t)~Oo)~ (o(t),~Oo)~
push(p) push(p)

(o(t)>>Oo):. (o(t)>>Oo)~
move(L) 0 (*)

(O(t)<<Oo)~ (O(t)<<Oo):=~
0 (**) move(R)

Figure 7: Protocol II. This protocol is "almost uniform,"
and can be made uniform by changing the 0 lines (.) 
MovE(L) and (**) to MOVE(R). Note that "uniform" 
not quite imply SPMD, since the protocols run asynchronously.

sensing, Protocol I(QS) relies on position sensing, and Protocol
II relies on orientation sensing. Next we observe that the robots
must coordinate to find locations that result in a stable pushing
along p ....

3 Reductions and Transformations

%Ve present here a very brief summary of our model of sensori-
computational systems, which we view as "circuits." (See
[Don4] for a full treatment of these concepts.) %Ve model the
circuits as graphs. Vertices correspond to different sensori-
computational components of the system (what we will call
"resources" below). Edges correspond to "data paths" through
which information passes. Different immersions of these graphs
correspond to different spatial allocation of the "resources."
%Ve also define an operator + as a way to "combine" sensori-
computational systems. Below we use the term "sensor sys-
tem" to mean "sensori-computational system" where it is mel-
lifluous.

3.1 Situated Sensor Systems

Definition 3.1 A labelled graph G is a directed graph (V,E)
with vertices V and edges E, together with a labelling function
that assigns a label to each vertex and edge. Where there is no
ambiguity, we denote the labelling ]unction by ~.

Definition 3.2 A sensor system S is represented by a labelled
graph (V, E). Each vertex is labelled with component. Each
edge is labelled with a connection.

<block type=HEADING>
Left Robot Right Robot
</block>

<block type=TABLE>
xx xx(0) xx xx(0)
Repeat : Repeat :
case (break. t) ) case (break?))
guarded-naove(p) guarded-move(p)
(xx(t) xx xx (xx(t) xx xx 
push(p) push(p)
(xx(t) xx xx (xx(t) xx xx 
move(L) ; (XX)
(xx(t) xx xx (xx(t) xx xx 
; (XXXX) nlove(R)
</block>

<block type=FIGURE_CAPTION>
Figure 7: Protocol II. This protocol is "almost uniform," and can be Inade
uniform by changing the ; lines (XX) to hfove(L) and (XXXX) to ~{ove(R).
Note that "uniform" does not quite imply SPMD, since the protocols run
asynchronously.
</block>

<block type=PARAGRAPH>
sensing~ Protocol I(QS) relies on position sensing, and Protocol II relies 
orientation sensing. Next we observe that the robots nlust coordinate to find
locations that result in a stable pushing along p ....
</block>

<block type=SECTION-HEADING>
3 Reductions and "l~ansformations
</block>

<block type=PARAGRAPH>
We present here a very brief summary of our naodel of sensori-computational
systems, which we view as "circuits." (See [Don4/ for a full treatment of
these concepts.) %re model the circuits as graphs. Vertices correspond
to different sensori-computational components of the system (what We will
call "resources" below). Edges correspond to ’:data paths" through which
information passes. Different immersions of these graphs correspond to
different spatial allocation of the "resources." We also define an operator
+ ~ a way to "combine" sensori-computational systems. Below we use tile
term "sensor systenl" to nlean "sensori-computational systenl ~ where it is
mellifluous.
</block>

<block type=SECTION_HEADING>
3.1 Situated Sensor Systems

</block>

<block type=DEFINITION>
Definition 3.1 A labelled graph G is a directed graph (V; E) with vertices 
and edges E, together with a labelling function that assigns a label to each
vertex and edge. %Vhere there is no ambiguity, we denote the labelling function
by %
</block>

<block type=DEFINITION>
Definition S.2 A sensor system S is represented by a labelled graph (V; E).
Each vertex is labelled with a component. Each edge is labelled with a
connection.
</block>

Figure 2: Portion of segmented and classified document
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Figure 3: Structural hyperlinking for centralized in-
formation access. The circular arc represents a docu-
ment. Various of its layout pieces are highlighted and
edges are drawn between related parts.

2.3 Types affect display

The third use of tagged blocks is also illustrated in
both Figures 3 and 4. If the user should elect to dis-
play figure captions which are linked to the starting
point, the system could launch a graphics display rou-
tine to display the figure along with the caption; if a
"paragraph" is being selected, no such display routine
is needed.

Several components of the graph layout provide a
user with clues about what to expect: the size of
blocks (represented by the width of the correspond-
ing nodes in the graph), the relative location of the
block in the document (the position of the node in
the graph), the type of the block (which can be shown
by means of color: each block type is presented in a
different color), and connections (represented as edges
in the graph). We believe that "a picture is worth 
thousand words": that is, graphical summaries can be
parsed faster and easier by humans than their textual
counterparts. User studies are needed to fully validate
this point in this context.

Figure 4: Structural hyperlinking for centralized infor-
mation access. The circular m’cs represents two docu-
ments. Various of their layout pieces are highlighted
and edges are drawn between related parts.

tion of links across components of the corpus exhibit-
ing structure. In this paper we present an application
that validates this point of view. Our methodology
has implications for the on-line browsing and search-
ing of electronic corpora.

We have described an approach to gathering in-
formation that assists in understanding a figure cap-
tion (and can similarly make sense of a cryptic def-
inition, or any other query that has some structure
information in it) when it is possible to generate 
centralized, multi-level index of the corpus. When the
index does not exist or is distributed, the problem
becomes more difficult as resource discovery becomes
a sub-task.[GGT93] Our current project is to imple-
ment structure-based queries in the form of informa-
tion agents operating across the World Wide Web en-
vironment.
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